Company Profile

Who We Are?
Located in Guangzhou city, Texin Pack Printing Co., Ltd is one of the fastest growing and most
dinamic companies in packaging & label printing industry.
We are dedicated to packaging solutions. Focus on shrink sleeve sleeve labels & custom
flexible packaging, we are getting more stronger in our core business. Texin packaging bags &
labels are widely used in food packaging, beverage, cosmetics packing, detergent, shampoo, etc.
Our packaging and printing highlights consumption products. It extends the value of consumption
products. With customerized design, our packaging can create whatever image your products
needs, from traditional or conservative, to innovative and modern.
Our factory is equipped with a full set of automation high-speed color press and other advanced
equipment ranging from 8 colors gravure press to to flexo press, from lamination machine to sealing
machine. We have full capacity in production to ensure prompt delivery. Technology, quality and
service are the elements that we can have access to the world. Currently we are selling to over 25
countries all over the world South America, Europe, Afica and Southeast Asia. A comprehensive
sales network has been established accordingly through the years.
Our Mission
To make Texin become a worldwide well-known packaging
printing company with top strength, while maintaining our
guidelines and culture persistently as we grow.

Guidelines
Create a great work place and treat our employees with respect
and dignity.
Invest great efforts in technology innovation and provide
high-quality products with high production standards.
Focus on every need of our customers, and fulfill the market with
our enthusiasm.
Profit lays the foundation of our development and thus quality
improvement and cost control will permanently be the way to
achieve further success in the future.
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Heat Shrink Sleeves

About Heat Shrink Sleeves
A shrink sleeve is a label (seamed in a form with top and
bottom open) which is applied to a container (bottle, can, pump,
flask, etc), and it is being shrunk with heat to conforms the
contours of the container tightly resulting in a smooth, quality
display. Shrink sleeve packaging is often seen in beverage,
health care, food and household industries and allows
complete decoration of your product in a rich range of colours.
With a 360 degree display, shrink sleeves give products
maximum aesthetic impact and marketing exposure. The use
of shrink sleeves as a high profile promotional tool has helped
increase the sales of many major brands. Shrink labels have
become a dominant labels in many different packaging
applications, it is seen everywhere in the shelf & supermarket.
Texin has helped many major brands to have their products
well established in the fierce market.
In today's market, people always think about how to make
their products shining among so many competitors. It takes
something special to grab eyeballs on the supermarket
shelves. With super aesthetic and functional labeling and
packaging advantages, shrink sleeve naturally demonstrates
"shelf appeal" and easily to draw attention of potential
customers. Heat Shrink Sleeves offer rich color shades and
perfect design possibilities to make your product unique and
most recognizable. With up to 10 colors, Texin offers shrink
sleeves with special effects, pictures, special shades for your
individual product concept and marketing strategy.Since the
imprint of shrink sleeves is printed on the back of the label,
shrink sleeves also protect against scratching and scuffing
which often occurs during product shipments.

Texin Shrink Sleeves offers so many features:
* Maximum Shelf impact and appeal.
* High quality decoration.
* PET shrink sleeve offers quality decoration of unusual sapes
* Suitable for all container substrates – metal, glass and PET.
* Reduced inventory costs.
* With temper evident function to protect the products
* Incorporate tamper evidence to seal lids or caps
* Promotional message can be printed inside the shrink label
* Muti-pack for promotional purpose
* Low origination costs
* 360 degree and top-to-toe decoration for entire product, –
make every surface appealing.
* Gravure, Flexo printing.
* Special effects such as thermochromic
* Up to 10-color printing with a revolutionary color matching
system
* Specialty inks – metallics, pearlescent, thermatics, matte
finishes (for an "etched glass" look)
* Laser-engraved rotogravure cylinders for precise printing
and registration
* State-of-the-art in-house prepress
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Promotional Shrink Sleeves & Coffee Bags

Promotional Shrink Sleeves(Multi Pack Sleeves)
Today most of major bands use multi pack shrink sleeve as
a powerful promotional tool to increase the sales and make their
products well established among competitors. PE Shrink film is
seamed into promotional sleeves and items are put inside. With
the application of heat, multi-pack shrink sleeve begins to shrink
and conform tightly to the shape of the packaged items holding
several items together tightly. It is especially useful for ‘Buy One
Get One Free’ promotions purpose or put several products
together for price-driven sales and easy carrying. It offers a
strong shelf appeal in the supermarkets.

Advantages of multi-pack Sleeves:
* Present sale appeal naturally
* 360 degree branding
* Theft resistant
* Buy one get one free promotion.
* Cover and print barcode
* Difficult pack combinations

Texin make packaging bags. Texin offers quality coffee bags, and
other packaging bags for food, fruits, candy, beverage, etc. We
provide a full range of bag packaging service, from printing to finished
products, we can and will exceed all hyour packaging requirements.

Features of Texin coffee bags:
* Materials are Eco-Friendly, food grade
* Barrier and moisture-proof. With aluminium foil, our bags ensure
that freshly roasted coffee is protected from UV light, oxygen and
moisture.
* Reinforced structure of quad-seal style helps hold the bag shape
better and be stronger.
* Our standup bags with a tear-notch for easy opening, while ones
with built-in ziplocks allow customers to re-close the bag after each
use.
* Allows for easy label on the back panels or valve application.
* With one-way vlaves to allow freshly roasted coffee be packed
immediately allowing it to degas within the bag while keeps oxygen
out.

Styles of coffee bags:
1. Quad seal coffee bags
2. Standup coffee bags with zipper(ziplock)
3. Side gusset coffee bags(Non-quad sealed)

Materials available:
1. Glossy Finish: PET/AL/PE, PET/VMPET/PE,
OPP/VMPET/PE,
2. Transparent: PET/PE, NY/PE.
3. Matt Finish: OPP/AL/PE
4. Paper Finish: Kraft/AL/PE, OPP/Kraft/PE.
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Coffee Bags

Valve Application:
Valves can be applied in any styles and any materials
for coffee bags.
Our one-way valve allow roasters to pack freshly roasted coffee
immediately without the worry of having the bag burst open due
to trapped air.
Freshly roasted coffee releases gas and continue to do so for up
to 7 days. One-way valve will help release the gas while
preventing air in-keeping freshness intact. Your customer will
never be faced with stale coffee again!!

Size of Gussetd coffee bags (Regular sizes, Texin make Custom bags
as per customer’s requests).
Size(oz)

Width

Length

Side Gusset(inch)

8

3.55

10.82

2.35

16

3.55

13

2.35

32

5.51

16.93

3.15

**(1inch=25.4mm, 1oz=28.35g)

Standup coffee bags:
Although the most preferred style of coffee bags for many coffee
roaster is side-gusseted bag, our standup style is also very
popular.
With built-in ziplock and tearing notch for easy opening, our
standup bags allows customers to re-close the bag after each
use. It strikes the balance between function and efficience.
Different from gusseted bags, standup bags can make itself
standup steadily which offers its another advantages to draw
much attention from potentional customers.

Size of Standup coffee bags (Regular sizes, Texin make Custom bags
as per customer’s requests).
Size(oz)

Width

Length

Bottom Gusset(inch)

2

4.35

6.3

2.35

3

4.75

7.9

2.35

4

5.1

8.25

2.35

8

6.3

9.05

2.75

16

7.5

10.2

3.55

32

9.25

13.2

4

**(1inch=25.4mm, 1oz=28.35g)
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Custom Packaging

Aluminum Foil Bag
Texin offers different kinds of custom packagings, from flat
pouch, ziplock bags, standing bags, gusseted bags, spout bags,
etc. You can realize your one stop packaging ideas here!

Materials available:

Features of Aluminum Foil Bags:

pouch stand straight

OPP Bags:
OPP bags are made of superior quality OPP films. OPP bags
are high transparent and have high tensile strength and other
physical properties like good dimensional stability, water
proofing, transparency etc. With a layer pearl film inside, OPP
bags demonstrate a reinforcement property. Texin offers clear
and printed OPP bags for custom packaging.
OPP bags are ideal packaging for Garments, Craftworks,
Stationery, Hosiery, toys, Electronics, Combs, decorations, and
booklets, etc.
.
Features
of OPP bags:
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